
  

The    Under   the   Hood   Report    is   our   original   bottom-up   stock   screener   complimenting   
our   top-down   process.   The   name   “Under   the   Hood”   is   a   play   on    Robinhood ,   the   popular   
trading   application.     

In   the   report,   we   analyze   the   most   popular   stocks   and   find   opportunities   to   either   ride   
these   momentum   names   higher,   or   fade   the   crowd   and   bet   against   them.   

We   use   a   variety   of   sources   to   generate   the   list   of   most   popular   names.   There   are   so   
many   new   data   sources   available   that   all   we   need   to   do   is   organize   and   curate   our   
feeds   to   show   us   exactly   what   we   are   looking   for:    A   list   of   stocks   that   are   seeing   an   
unusual   increase   in   investor   interest.   

Whether   we’re   measuring   increasing   interest   based   on   large   institutional   purchases,   
unusual   options   activity,   or   simply   our   proprietary   lists   of   trending   tickers   --   there   is   a   lot   
of   overlap.   

Bottom   line:   there   are   a   million   ways   to   skin   this   cat.   Relying   on   our   entire   data   arsenal   
makes   us   confident   that   we’re   producing   the   best   list   each   week   and   gives   us   more   
optionality   in   terms   of   finding   the   most   favorable   trade   setups   for   our   clients.   

Look   for   the   latest   Under   the   Hood   Report   to   drop    every   other     Sunday    ahead   of   the   
trading   week.     

The   information,   opinions,   and   other   materials   contained   in   this   presentation   is   the   property   of   Allstarcharts   Holdings,   LLC   and   may   not   be   reproduced   in   any   way,   in   whole   or   in   part,   without   

express   authorization   of   the   copyright   holder   in   writing.   The   statements   and   statistics   contained   herein   have   been   prepared   by   Allstarcharts   Holdings,   LLC   based   on   information   from   sources   

considered   to   be   reliable.   We   make   no   representation   or   warranty,   express,   or   implied,   as   to   its   accuracy   or   completeness.   This   publication   is   for   the   information   of   investors   and   business   

persons   and   does   not   constitute   an   offer   to   sell   or   a   solicitation   to   buy   securities.   

This   document   may   include   estimates,   projections   and   other   “forward-looking”   statements,   due   to   numerous   factors,   actual   events   may   differ   substantially   from   those   presented.   Opinions   and   

estimates   offered   herein   constitute   Allstarcharts   Holdings,   LLC’s   judgment   and   are   subject   to   change   without   notice,   as   are   statements   of   financial   market   trends   which   are   based   on   current   

market   conditions   

Any   investment   is   subject   to   loss   of   capital   and   is   only   appropriate   for   persons   who   can   bear   that   risk   and   the   nature   of   an   investment.   Any   comments   or   statements   made   herein   do   not   

necessarily   reflect   those   of   Allstarcharts   Holdings,   LLC   or   its   affiliates   (collectively,   "Allstarcharts")   and   do   not   constitute   investment   advice.   These   materials   are   not   intended   to   constitute   legal,   

tax,   or   accounting   advice   or   investment   recommendations.   Prospective   investors   should   consult   their   own   advisors   regarding   such   matters.   

See   full   terms   and   conditions:    http://allstarcharts.com/terms/   

http://allstarcharts.com/terms/

